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role of the costume designer is quite varied
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'*und quite complicated. The costume designer is

rrffi responsible for the overall look and feel of the

costumes and reports directly to the director of the

production. Once a play and its director are chosen,

the next step is to assemble a creative team' The ini-
tial team includes the costume designer, set designer

^ (sometimes called the production designer), and if the
'- pluy contains music and dance, a music director and

a choreographer. Aii of these roles require research,

creative thought, and teamwork in order to produce a

successful play.
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The director is the hub of the production, and the

costume designer is an essential spoke. Together, they
*,nrork to establish how the visual impact of costumes

will add to the audience's appreciation of the p1ay.

They begin by discussing time period, color, style,

and mood. Mood is the feeling and atmosphere that

the play presents-in other words, how the play will
make the audience feel. Although the actors'words and
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movements present the mood, the costume designer,s
contributions to creating mood are very important.
Time period is another principal consideration. The
director may want to see a traditional representation of
a cgrtain time neriod or rnqv rxrqnf fha cnof',-o l^.i--^*--- r --
to tweak the style to create a difierent interpretation
of the pla;r Color is key to the discussion, as color
helps reveal a character's personality or temperament,
such as muted colors for a meek character and
L'oici. colors fbr a dominant charactcr. Style i,vill be
coordinated closely with time period and setting. After
many conversations, the costume designer shows
the director his or her sketches, mood boards, looh
books, and tear sheets to make sure that he or she is
understanding the director's aims and vision. A mood
board is a collage that communicates the look and
feel of a cosfttrne strr-h ,o n^l^. srxrqf-l"oo .1,^+^L^^vvrvr u vvqLvllLu, Dnf,LUllcD,

and fabric samples. The mood board clescribes the
character's costume using terms such as elegant, funny,
aggressive, romantic, historic, or frightening. A tear
sheet is a collection of examples of possible design
ideas torn from magazines, newspapers, or images
downloaded from the internet. A costume designer,s
Iook book is a coilection of photographs of costumes
useci in other performances.
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The physical look and feel of the production are the
decision of the director, who then hands the task of
creating the look and feel over to the costume and
set designers. The set designer and costume designer
together create the mood and emotion of the play and
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emphasize the historical or geographic setting for the

play. The set designer and costume {esigner use visual

elements to engage and inform the audience. The

director and the designers work together to decide
*-,i^^+i^^* +i"o oo" o'n^',i,j i-a naqliciin nr qhsiract 'l-rrrr-rr
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can opt for historical, realistic, fantasy, or traditional

sets, which will influence the costume designer's

approach to the costumes. The costume designer and

set designer need to work closely so that the costumes

and the set arc complementarY.

It is their job to work together to visually
communicate to the audience the emotions, status, or

motivations of the characters. For instance, characters

who are part of a crowd or do not have speaking roles

would likely wear costumes that are inconspicuous.
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Main characters have costumes that more actively
interact with the set. During lively scenes, sets may
be bold and colorful, and so might the costumes.

Quiet scenes may call for muted colors on the part of
-x^+L +L^ ^^t ^-^^l -uo.n rne ser ano costume designers. The set designer.
costume designer, and director need to decide whether
the set should be colorful or monotone, and if the set
wiil be colored, they must choose a palette-bright
primary colors or muted colors, such as pale yellow,
rose, or tan. Once that decision has been made, work
between the designers must focus on how the set
colors and the costume colors interact. Once color
and mood have been established, the costume designer
and set designer are free to explore their creativity.
The director needs the set designer and the costume
designer to understand one another in order for each
of them to move forward, and that is why it is so
important to get the design team together early.
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The set designer and costume designer also work
together to decide how to interact with the lighting
director. The set designer, costume designer, lighting
director; and director will discuss how light is treated
on stage-will it be bright, dim, in shadows, or from
spotsP For example, if a character is onstage alone
and is performing a monologue, the lighting director
will often opt for a spotlight. The set designer would
likely use for background a set that is low key and
unassuming to allow for the actor to literally take
center stage. The costume designer must understand
the mood of the monologue and choose either a

dramatic costume that would stand out under the

lights and against the set, or a simple, unassuming
costume that would reflect a somber or sad mood' Set

designers, costume designers, and lighting designers

combine forces to suggest historical perioci, time ot

day, weather, and other parts of the play that are not
verbally expressed in the script but are necessary to

understanding the story line.
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The wardrobe department is often considered part of
the costume department. The two departments work
together closely but have different responsibilities.
The wardrobe department is in charge of the

costumes backstage and is responsible for inventory,
^1 ^^.^:.^- :-^*:^- ^-l -^^J;-^ 
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qd his or her staff guide the wardrobe staff. They
instruct the wardrobe staff about which costumes are

worn by whom and in what order. They also show



the wardrobe staff how to put on the costumes. The
wardrobe staff will give feedback to the costume
department, advising them if there is any difliculty in
doing costume changes efficiently. This can frupp"., if
a costume is too complicated to be put on in the time
allowed for a parti"ulu, .or**"-.-t irrg".
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complicated relationships is between the costuie
designer and the actors and their characters. The
costume designer creates the costume for the
character, but then must also create the costume to
best suit the actor. The designer discusses how the
actor perceives the role, and that input helps guide the
l^.;-^^-^ A ^L- r ruu;iBiicl. ,"Lcrol.s aiso nave thelr own fbelings about
how they wear clothes-opinions about comfbrt,
freedom of movement, or color choice, for example.
Another challenge for a costume designer doing
historical costumes is that the bodies of peopt"ioday
are different,from bodies in times past. Many *o_",
are now slimmer, and many men are bigger, so period
costumes must be adapted to seem historicallr, correct
while still fitting the wear-er.
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In large productions, costume designers must be
effective and resourceful -urrug"rr. They create
the designs and oversee the work of others in the
department. As the costume department team leader,
costume designers give instructions to assistants,
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shoppers, and technicians. In a big production, the
costume designer maintains creative control and
interacts with the director and the set, makeup, sound,
and lighting designers. He or she researches styles
^^l -^++i*^- l^+^--;^^- {:-1.--;^- ^-l ^+L-^- -^+^-i^l-dllu ocLLIllxo, ucLcr ltlllIcD taul IUJ 4ttu vLltgl rrraLCI laID,

and delegites practical work to assistants and
technical staff.

Very large theater groups, such as the Oregon
Shakespeare Festivai in Ashjand or the l{rrntington
Theater Company in Boston, have large budgets
and many specialized crew members. The costume

designer collaborates with the team leaders of the
various costume technical crews. These technical
teams include drapers, tailors, pattern cutters, pattern
drafters, costume craft artisans, wigmakers, painters



and dyers, stitchers, costunie fitters, shoppers,
costume rental managers, wardrobe personnel,
business office staff and budget managers.

In many large and medium_sized productions,
Cosfttrnp rlooi^-^-^ -^r-- r, .1 -uvDr6rr.r D r e{y neavlly on assrstant costume
designers. The costume designer,s assistant helps
in countless ways, especially as more and more
costume designers are called upon to manage budgets,
supervise other departments, and communicate
ronaefoll."-..irL ^--^ vrvqrwurJ vyr.Lrl auL;ounlants, drrectors, producers, and
other creative-department heads. The most effective
assistants understand the designer,s vision and wayof doing things. By earning the designer,s trust, 

r

assistants have more freedom to shop, help design,
and oversee costume construction. Others in the
costume department often come to the assistant firstfn snl.ro n*^l-.I^*^ ^-- - ryv .,rvurEr'D, Juu' as runnlng out of fabric or
handling last minute costume .huig" requests. Ken
Van Duyne, a costume assistant, ,ufo that his boss
taught him "a lot about working with kindness, and
how it's a collaborative job_no"t only between the
director and the actor-but it,s also a collaborative
process with the crew.,,

ffitr$frffi$$ ffimm#e

In smaller productions, such as the ones done at your
school, the costume designer may not only design the
costumes and shop for the costumes, but will od*n
make the costumes, too. A costume designer in smaller
productions,manages a tight budget. A smali costume
oepartment will find just a few people taking on mostof the work. In this case, a.ortr-" designei with a
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small staf{, often composed of volunteers, provides
or oversees the practical labor-patternmaking and
cutting, sewing, and other practicai tasks such as
knitting, wea-ving, ironing, cleaning, and mending.
llany times in smaller productions, the costume
designer will also oversee, or provide, makeup and
wardrobe management.
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A theater production begins somewhat calmly-the
creative team discusses the script and their individual
interpretations of the script. They exchange ideas
and communicate regularly while considering what
they each will produce. Howeve4 once they share a

common understanding of the direction the play will
take, the pace quickens. Costume designers and their
staffi-;rnust determine costume needs and quickly start
shopping and constructing. Several deadlines have to
be met, and people rely on others getting their jobs
done in order to complete their own. For example,
the designer, or the person in charge of selecting the
types of fabric, must do so before shopping for the
fabric" The designer rnust relay the costurne design
so that the patternmaker and cutter can begin. The
person who will iron the cosfume during the sewing
nrrlcesc rnrtsf rln fha inh ^"i^l.I-';- ^-J^- f^- --,^-l- +^Jvu Yurvr\rJ lrl ur \IEt rLrI wul lt LU

continue. Shoppers who are buying premade garments
need to make their selections in a timely fashion so
that they can be altered, trimmed, and accessorized.
All costumes need to be in very advanced stages
and able to be worn in the final week before the play
opens, as these rehearsals are fuli-dress or tech-dress.
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il ., It is common for people involved in costume
design to have started in an entry-level job. You
don't need formal training to work on your high
school show, just interest. If you are interested in
pursuins a job in costume design, it is best to attend
a vocational school, community college, or university
to increase your chances for employment. Art, theater,
costume, and fashion design classes and programs are
dernanding. Students must be prepared to study as

well as spend long hours in hands-on practice.
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The hours required of the costume designer can be
very long, especially the last week before the show.
Expect to work some weekends and evenings. As
much as Bossibie, pian schooi work or a job to fit the
production schedule. Peoplc must make sacrifices and
forego last minute invitations, such as tickets to a
concert. If there are previous plans, such as a family
vacation, the director needs to know abrout them from
the start. Being part of a theater production is a
commitment that should be honored because so many
others are depending on you.

There are many jobs and internships that may help
advance your understanding of costume design. A
person may be talented, but it takes work to move
forward in this field. There are several options for
those who want to get practical expe.ience. First, you
can volunteer for a lesser role on the costume crew
for your high school production. One way to see if
you have an interest in costu-me design is to become
and apprentice to tailors or dressmakers, or to work
in a clothing store, jewelry store, or for a clothing
manufacturer. Takin g a job in a beauty salcn v,,ill help
you get an understanding of hairstyling and makeup.
People can also benefit by working for a dry cleaner
and learning how to clean and handle garments.
Probably the most helpful jobs to find are those in
fabric or arts and crafts stores.


